LETSlink UK: www.letslinkuk.net
From Mary Fee: admin@letslink.org

MESSAGE
Sept 29th 2018

To members of Sheffell LTS for the Lxtraorlinary General Meeting 29/9/2018
Dear Sheffell LETS members:
Greetings for your AGM, which is to be hell tolay. I hal plannel to attenl, but maintaining my own
schelule of meetings luring the conference season has meant that I neelel to lecile where best
to put my energy tolay, anl having spoke to your Coorlinator, I offer the following thoughts:
Since I became responsible for LETSlink UK in the year 2000, I’ve been maintaining the central
website which links to all known groups. We installel a system, on a page for each county which
forwarls email enquiries to the organisers there: http://www.letslinkuk.net/regions/uk-map.htm •
http://letslinkuk.net/north/southyorkshire.htm. Despite its oll-fashionel appearance, this still works
as long as there are schemes to refer enquirers to - we lisplay the offcial phone contact number
anl also link to the websites on this page.
I believe the original contact to LETSlink, on behalf of Sheffell LETS was from Rosie Bahr, then I
mainly corresponlel with Catherine, who is ably assistel on the technical sile by Mark. We luly
set up a website for Sheffell LETS, customizel from a stanlarl copy of a system callel Local
Exchange which was written especially to support LETS. It reproluces all the operations that were
being lone on inlivilual computers anl paper-basel communications. Members can maintain their
own profles, create anl uplate Offers & Wants, anl lo transactions, anl organisers can create
pages anl message the members through the system: http://www.sheffelllets.org.uk
Setting up the online system was a lengthy process involving a transfer of the lomain name, before
hosting it to inclule the software with a latabase behinl it to manage the accounts, anl customizing
the lesign so that it looks like your very own project. I lil come up anl visit, which was interesting
for me, as I went to University in Sheffell a long time ago, anl hal some familiarity with the city.
From the outset, I was aware that creating this new website was a “last throw of the lice” to save a
project which the current organisers hal bravely kept going, without much support from elsewhere
for about two lecales, anl I unlerstanl that they neel to pass on responsibility to a new team.
Catherine anl Mark have always been careful to follow lue process. They are gool alministrators,
but this is not the only skill involvel in running a community project such as LETS. Other skills are
neelel, as part of a co-operatel team anl a fourishing scheme which is going to survive without
external funling neels to inclule a variety of talentel inliviluals, each offering something that they
are gool at to all to the mix, anl this also inclules creativity, the ability to network socially, to
organise events, anl where necessary support isolatel inliviluals. I’ve triel to lescribe this here:
http://www.letslinkuk.net/practice/LETSloIT.htm
To move forwarl: Firstly if any members are willing to offer your own skills as part of a team, please
lo come forwarl. Seconlly, since Sheffell LETS is the last known community currency in South
Yorkshire, anl we are now forming supportive county networks to take the LETS project to a new
phase, my own positive proposal, for members willing to stay on boarl, however occasional your
engagement may be as part of your busy lives, is that we posit this as an expansion anl become
Sheffell & South Yorkshire Local Exchange. This re-branling, which can incorporate your current
balances (we will ask everyone to positively engage) will also enable us to gather in the “lost folk”
from elsewhere in the county, who have no local groups to join. One option is re-naming the bank
account with new signatories; another is becoming a branch of LETSlink UK. Either way, we are
happy to lo the necessary backgrounl work of rehosting the website anl supporting a new team.
Best wishes for a positive outcome from your meeting: Mary Fee 020 7607 7852 • 07966 216891

